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ABSTRACT    We   are   inhabitants   of   the   digital   era.   A   modern   era   that   ushers   technological  
innovation,   bringing   forth   a   globalization   of   information.   As   incredible   as   this   seems,   it   is  
imperative   to   be   wary   of   the   implications   of   the   widespread   information   overload.   The   enduring  
structural   norms   of   journalistic   integrity   have   eroded,   as   even   a   novice   writer   can   type   on   a  
keyboard   a   newsworthy   narrative   based   on   his   or   her   personal   opinions.   As   a   result,   it   is   not  
shocking   that   the   public   perception   of   journalist   credibility   has   fallen   sharply   in   the   past   20   years  
(Nelson,   Jack).   Furthermore,   this   proliferation   of   ideologically   catering   news   media   has  
contributed   to   the   uptick   of   affective   partisan   polarization.   This   research   paper   examines   the  
reader’s   perception   of   news   media   to   extrapolate   an   informed   conclusion   about   affective   political  
polarization   and   news   media   bias.   
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Background   Contextualization  
We   are   living   in   an   unprecedented   era   of   free-access   information.   The   rapid   expansion   of   the  
Internet   has   revolutionized   the   field   of   news   media   from   an   established   print   setting,   littered   with  
trained   journalists   and   top-line   media   executives,   to   a   field   where   aspiring   writers   can   inject   their  
voices   to   an   audience   of   millions.   This   sudden   power   unleashed   by   the   internet   is   both   intensely  
liberating   and   deeply   troubling.   By   the   1st   amendment   of   the   United   States   Constitution,   we   are  
hereby   given   the   freedom   of   speech.   But   where   does   that   freedom   end?   Given   a   digital   platform  
with   no   oversight   on   the   dissemination   of   information,   should   we   allow   “fake   news”   and  
conspiracy   theories   to   run   amok   with   ideologically   catering   news   media   outlets?   Or   should   we  
continue   to   vet   sources   with   stringent   fact-checking   to   shutter   down   non-conformists   and   ensure  
the   average   American   absorbs   facts-based   reporting?   The   data   and   information   presented   in   this  
paper   represents   months   of   research,   giving   an   informed   generalization   of   the   influence   of  
current   media   outlets   and   their   contribution   towards   the   glaring   trend   of   affective   partisan  
polarization.  
 

Historical   Development   of   News   Media   and   Affective  
Partisan   Polarization  
When   it   comes   to   news   media   development   in   America,   we   must   trace   its   roots   back   to   the  
colonial   era.   In   the   18th   century,   imports   of   printing   presses   from   Europe   initiated   the  
establishment   of   the   first   journalists   and   newspapers.   News   media   quickly   became   a   modem   of  
spreading   information   and   initiating   discussion.   It   enabled   citizens   to   bring   their   concerns   —  
quite   literally   —   to   the   front   page.   For   instance,   in   1734   we   saw   one   of   the   most   influential   court  
cases   in   American   history.   That   case   being   the   Peter   Zenger   trial,   a   contentious   lawsuit   brought  
forth   by   Governor   William   Cosby   against   Zenger   for   libel.   Zenger’s   eventual   acquittal   in   the  
case   marked   an   emblem   of   triumph   for   the   press,   establishing   precedent   that   as   long   as  
journalists   reported   accurate   and   truthful   information,   the   press   had   the   freedom   to   scrutinize  
public   figures.   In   fact,   this   chain   of   news   media   output   proved   crucial   during   the   war   for  
American   independence.   Even   after   the   Revolutionary   war,   Alexander   Hamilton,   James  
Madison,   and   John   Jay,   (under   the   pseudonym   Publius)   took   their   appeal   for   a   new   government  
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directly   to   the   American   people   through   a   series   of   news   media   publications   now   known   as   the  
Federalist   papers.  

The   evolution   of   news   media   has   come   a   long   way   in   America.   It   has   peacefully   existed  
with   a   position   of   authority   to   bring   information   to   the   people.   Take   the   Pentagon   Papers  
published   by   The   New   York   Times   and   Teapot   Dome   Scandal   brought   to   public   attention   by   The  
Wall   Street   Journal,   news   outlets   have   acted   as   a   watchdog   against   corruption.   It   has   mukraked  
the   ineptitudes   of   society.   It   has   acted   as   a   political   agent,   pushing   America   to   ignite   the  
Spanish-American   war   through   sensationalist   yellow   journalism,   while   also   turning   the   public  
opinion   to   anti-war   during   the   Vietnam   War   era.  

Today,   we   have   seen   a   new   offspring   of   news   media:   ideologically   catering   news   outlets.  
Whether   that   be   alt-right   outlets   such   as   InfoWars   that   borderline   conspiracy,   or   national   news  
networks   that   have   cemented   their   political   leanings   such   as   CNN   or   Fox   News,   these  
ideologically   catering   news   outlets   have   transformed   the   landscape   of   news   reporting.   Affective  
partisan   polarization   is   a   term   that   describes   the   steady   growth   in   mutual   dislike   between  
Democrats   and   Republicans   since   the   1970s.   The   polarization   of   the   political   landscape   is   in   due  
part   to   these   ideologically   catering   news   outlets.   By   consuming   journalism   that   affirms   the  
beliefs   of   an   individual,   news   readers   are   less   able   to   decipher   biases   and   formulate   an   objective,  
well-rounded   opinion   on   a   subject   matter.   Simply   put,   ideologically   catering   news   media   is  
clouding   and   impairing   the   judgement   of   the   general   news   consumer   populace.  
 

Given   the   tight   circumstances   surrounding   the   news   media,   it   felt   proper   to   conduct   an  
experiment.   Surveying   one-hundred   and   one   individual   respondents   from   varying   backgrounds,  
data   was   spread   across   two   separate   surveys.   Each   survey   was   highlighted   by   a   different   news  
article   by   two   separate   news   outlets,   New   York   Times   and   Breitbart.   Considering   the   track   record  
of   both   outlets,   it   was   necessary   and   proper   to   take   into   consideration   journalism   that   leaned  
towards   both   sides   of   the   aisle.   Furthermore,   the   extracted   New   York   Times   article   was   an  
opinion   piece.   The   topic   of   both   newspapers   centered   around   the   recent   events   regarding   the  
removal   of   Captain   Brett   Crozier   from   the   command   of   the   U.S.S.   Theodore   Roosevelt   as   a  
result   of   raising   the   alarm   around   COVID-19   cases   aboard   the   vessel   in   a   manner   inconsistent  
with   the   strict   chain   of   command.   In   total,   fifty   individual   respondents   answered   the   Breitbart  
survey,   with   another   fifty-one   answering   the   twin   New   York   Times   article.   Both   polls   were  
conducted   and   disseminated   via   Google   Forms,   an   online,   free-to-use   software   for   surveys.   The  
structure   of   each   survey   mirrored   the   likeness   of   the   other.   As   best   described,   each   had   four  
distinct   compartments   of   survey:   pre-screening,   news   article   perception,   the   twist,   and  
post-screening.   The   pre-screening   and   post-screening   sections   were   identical   in   both   surveys,  
asking   about   familiarity   with   the   news   story,   pre-existing   political   beliefs,   and   a   request   to  
identify   news   outlets   with   their   respective   long-established   political   viewpoints.   For   clarity  
purposes,   all   graphs   shown   side   by   side   have   the   New   York   Times   survey   on   the   left,   and   the  
Breitbart   survey   on   the   right.   Attached   at   the   end   of   this   paper   are   links   to   the   data   for   both   polls.  
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Research   Experimentation   and   Analytical   Conclusions  
When   opening   the   survey,   respondents   encountered   the   initial   question:   “How   familiar  

are   you   with   the   news   story   regarding   Navy   captain   Brett   Crozier   of   the   U.S.S.   Theodore  
Roosevelt?”   This   screening   question   functioned   twofold.   First,   it   helped   determine   exposure   to  
the   hot-button   political   issue.   Second,   it   helped   complement   the   second   pre-screening   question   as  
a   method   to   gauge   news   literacy   and   a   vague   identity   of   the   respondent.   The   results   are   shown   to  
the   right.   To   reiterate,   the   New   York   Times   survey   data   is   seen  
on   the   left,   and   the   Breitbart   survey  
data   is   to   the   right.   At   a   glance,   we  
can   see   roughly   similar   results   in  
both   graphs.   The   nearly   identical  
field   of   respondents   for   both  
surveys   is   beneficial   to   the   study   as   a   whole,   allowing   us   to   extrapolate   more   definitive   parallels  
between   the   two   surveys.   With   this   screening   question,   it   is   important   to   note   that   a   majority   of  
respondents   were   at   least   acquainted   with   the   topic   at   hand.   This   is   not   a   surprise   for   any  
news-minded   reader,   as   the   Brett   Crozier   and   the   quarantine   CoVID-19   storyline   dominated  
domestic   headlines   for   multiple   weeks.   Nevertheless,   the   44%   and   43.1%   metrics   are   indicative  
of   an   omnipresent   issue,   news   apathy.   Independent   researchers   have   found   that   even   today,   a  
substantial   population   of   humans   are   apathetic   towards   current   news   events.  

“Which   of   the   following   options   best   describe   your   current   political   ideology?”   was  
posited   in   segue   to   the   first   screening   question.   Presented   with   five   options   across   the   standard  
political   spectrum,   respondents   clocked   in   all   across   the   board.  
While   a   healthy   spread   of   political   viewpoints   were   achieved,  
it   is   imperative   to   not   neglect   an   intrinsic   bias   possessed   in  
these   surveys.   Given   my   upbringing   and   current   residence   in  
Northern   Virginia,   there   was   inadvertently   a   greater  
probability   of   a   slight   Liberal   skew.   A   New   York   Times   article  
reporting   on   this   matter   writes:   “In   1990,   the   census   tracts   that   make   up   Mr.  
Katkuri’s   [Virginian   resident]   Senate   district   were   home   to   about   35,000   people  
—   91   percent   of   them   white.   Today,   its   population   of   225,000   is   just   64   percent  
white”   (Tavernise,   Sabrina).   This   dramatic   realignment   in   a   traditionally   Southern   state   has  
allowed   for   a   diverse   population   to   settle   in   along   with   the   urbanization   of   Northern   Virginia.  
This   shake-up   has   transformed   the   Northern   Virginia   region   into   a   Democrat   party   stronghold  
over   the   past   decade.   In   conclusion,   these   two   screening   questions   were   crucial   in   aiding   the  
creation   of   a   profile   around   each   individual   respondent’s   answers.  
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The   Reader’s   Perception  
In   this   aptly   titled   section,   respondents   were   tasked   with   generating   a   set   of   opinions  

using   a   select   set   of   information.   In   the   first   part,   respondents   were   solely   given   the   headline   of   a  
news   article.   Then   in   the   following   section,   the   redacted   article   was   provided   to   give   a   fuller  
context   to   the   news   story   and   the   journalist’s   opinions.   

Following   the   two   brief   screening   queries   at   the   start,   respondents   were   immediately  
asked   to   conduct   a   “headline   takeaway.”   What   this   entails   is   an   actual   extracted   news   media  
article’s   headline.   Respondents   either   viewed   “REPORT:   FIRED   COMMANDER   OF  
AIRCRAFT   CARRIER   CAPTAIN   CROZIER   TESTED   POSITIVE   FOR   CORONAVIRUS”   or  
“Captain   Crozier   is   a   Hero”   depending   on   the   survey   they   were   answering.   Given   the   limited  
information,   those   responding   were   asked   to   give   five   words   or   phrases   to   describe   their   reaction  
to   the   headline.   This   was   done   for   numerous   reasons:  

1. Simulate   a   similar   environment   to   that   of   what   emotions   are   experienced   with  
headline   scanning,   a   pattern   that   has   proliferated   in   this   digital   age.  

2. An   opportunity   to   compare   and   contrast   reactions   based   on   limited   information  
with   those   with   the   full   article   at   their   disposal.  

3. Gauge   the   news   savviness   of   individual   respondents.  
Hitting   home   the   third   point,   these   two   headlines   differ   drastically   in   approach.   Considering   tone  
and   diction,   the   former   article   accentuates   urgency   with   a   large   capital   letter   headline,   while   the  
latter   uses   “hero”   in   an   opinionated   manner.   With   that   in   mind,   it   becomes   easier   to   discount  
respondents   who   either   are   a)   not   news   savvy,   or   b)   not   taking   the   survey   seriously,   in   pragmatic  
discretion.   

In   discussion   of   the   first   news   headline   in   all   capital   letters,   respondents   exhibited   the  
whole   gamut   of   human   reaction.   One   respondent   wrote,   “Anger,   disbelief,   righteousness,   hope,  
sympathy,”   while   another   concurred   “corrupt,   horrible,   unlucky,   careless,   disgusting.”   Another  
approach   to   this   question   became   clear   when   a   respondent   wrote   “Biased,   Irrelevant,   Subjective,  
Credible?,   Origin?”   The   mark   of   a   conscientious   news   consumer,   this   respondent   was   able   in  
effect   to   directly   tackle   the   headline   without   allowing   emotion   to   cloud   their   judgement.   The   idea  
of   separating   emotion   from   the   process   of   analyzing   news   articles   is   a   topic   that   will   be   discussed  
further.   

In   analyzing   the   results   from   the   headline   “Captain   Crozier   is   a   Hero,”   a   majority   of  
respondents   were   able   to   correctly   decipher   the   subjective   narrative   of   the   writer.   Present   with  
minimal   information,   the   term   “hero”   proved   to   be   the   dead   giveaway   for   an   opinionated   news  
article.   In   fact,   many   respondents   echoed   the   questionable   impartiality   of   the   article,   with  
answers   including   “suspicious”,   “opinionated”,   “click-baity”,   “vague”,   “a   perspective”,  
“confused”,   “evidence?”,   “imposing   headline”.   The   ability   for   the   respondents   to   identify   a  
biased   perspective   even   with   the   limited   information   available   is   something   good.  
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After   asking   respondents   to   identify   their   thoughts   and   emotions   regarding   the   news  
headline,   they   were   asked   where   they   would   best   believe   the   article   came   from.   Given   the  
limited   information   setting,   this   query   asked   respondents   to   only   mark   it   as   a   left   or   right   leaning  
outlet.   As   seen   in   the   results   below,   a   large   majority   best   believed   it   came   from   a   left-leaning  
media   outlet.   Only   38%   of   Breitbart   survey   respondents   were   able   to   correctly   classify   the   article  
as   being   published   from   a   right-leaning   news   institution.   This   may   be   for   a   variable   of   reasons  
including   the   fact   that   the   headline   was   predominantly   objective   in   nature.   Furthermore,   a  
lackluster   16%   of   Breitbart   survey   respondents   identified   themselves   as   possessing   a   politically  
conservative   identity.   In   consideration   of   affective   partisan   polarization,   it   is   more   than   plausible  
that   some   respondents   answered   consistent   with   their   ideological   orientation   due   to   a   general  
agreement   with   the   objective   headline.  
 

 
 
New   York   Times   Survey  

In   succession   to   the   limited   and   brief   headline   takeaway,   respondents   encounter   the   full  
length   article   that   corresponds   to   the   headline.   Respondents   were   tasked   with   reading   the   entire  
article   before   formulating   a   revised   set   of   five   words   or   phrases   that   accurately   reflect   his   or   her  
thoughts   and   emotions.   (The   full   length   text   of   all   news   articles   referenced   in   the   survey   is  
available   at   the   end   of   this   paper)   With   this   question,   respondents   came   to   many   different  
conclusions.   Some   drew   on   their   experienced   emotions   entirely.   (e.g.   “Upset,   Inspired,   Intrigued,  
Annoyed,   Pleased”)   Others   went   for   a   broader   critique   of   the   article.   (e.g.   “many   appeals   to  
pathos,   seems   to   be   pretty   biased   and   sympathetic   to   the   sailors,   author   might   have   close   ties  
with   the   Navy”)   Tracing   this   individual’s   response,   it   was   clear   that   his   or   her   skepticism   was  
founded   since   the   headline   takeaway   section   where   the   respondent   wrote   “biased,   opinionated,  
subjective,   use   of   pathos   to   persuade,   little   credibility.”   Yet   when   it   comes   to   the   question   of   the  
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full-length   article   reaction,   we   see   the   subject   respondent   answer   “New   York   Times.”   This   was  
not   an   isolated   case.   Approximately   two-thirds   (66.7%)   of   respondents   chose   that   the   article  
came   from   standard   news   reporting   rather   than   the   opinion   subdivision.   

Is   this   indicative   of   a   broader   issue   regarding   differentiating   facts   of   opinion?   It’s   hard   to  
come   to   a   concrete   answer   with   the   limited   data   that   was   recorded   with   this   study.   Further  
research   into   this   idea   must   be   conducted   in   the   future.  

 
To   conclude   the   news   article   aspect   of   the   survey,   respondents   were   asked   to   rate   on   a  

scale   from   one   to   five   “how   much  
would   you   agree   with   the   narrative  
pushed   by   this   journalist/analyst?”  
Examining   the   data   on   the   right,  
over   half   of   respondents   agreed  
with   the   narrative.   This   stands   in  
stark   contrast   to   the   responses  
recorded   in   the   Breitbart   survey.  
Observing   the   data   plot   points   of  
the   Breitbart   survey,   we   see   a   near  
even   distribution   spread,   centering  
on   a   rating   of   three.   This   difference  
between   the   New   York   Times   and  
Breitbart   survey   is   of   significance.   As   the   data   underscores,   respondents   were   likelier   to   agree  
with   the   narrative   of   the   opinionated   New   York   Times   editorial   in   comparison   to   the  
considerably   “strictly-facts”   Breitbart   article.   This   level   of   affinity   for   the   New   York   Times  
article   with   no   doubt   can   be   associated   with   the   majority   of   survey-takers   that   identified   as  
left-leaning.   However,   what   this   spotlights   is   a   general   ambivalence   with   facts-oriented   news  
articles   that   do   not   appeal   to   emotion.   

 
Another   trial   incorporated   into   the   New   York   Times   article   involves  
revealing   the   author   of   the   article.   The   writer   of   “Captain   Crozier   is   a   Hero”  
happened   to   be   Tweed   Roosevelt,   the   great-grandson   of   the   military   hero   and  
president   that   bears   the   namesake   of   the   ship   Captain   Brett   Crozier  
commandeered.   Considering   these   details   of   provenance,   it   was   an   intriguing  
curveball   for   respondents   to   evaluate.   Elucidating   the   data   to   the   left,   we   see  
that   a   majority   of   respondents   utilized   the   revelation   to   cement   greater   faith  
in   the   credibility   of   the   article.   However,   a   marginal   7.8%   of   survey-takers  
recorded   a   significant   increase   in   credibility.   This   hints   at   the   probability   that  
individuals   formulate   their   own   opinions   on   the   credibility   of   an   article  

without   the   influence   of   a   figure   with   larger   levels   of   clout.  
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To   conclude   the   New   York   Times   survey,   respondents   were   asked   to   share   their  

perception   of   the   political   bias   of   four   news   outlets:   CNN,   Fox   News,   New   York   Times,   and  
Breitbart.   In   an   effort   to   further   push   perceived   polarization,   respondents   were   asked   to   evaluate  
strictly   the   opinion   sections   of   each   outlet.   In   each   case,   a   majority   of   respondents   were  
successfully   able   to   identify   the   political   biases   of   each   outlet   (as   corroborated   and   determined  
by   tens   of   thousands   of   votes   via   allsides.org).   Two   data   points   that   stuck   out   in   this   section   were  
the   amount   of   respondents   that   marked   New   York   Times   Opinion   to   be   moderate   and   the   slim  
majority   of   respondents   that   placed   Breitbart   Opinion   to   host   a   conservative   editorial   section.   A  
large   35.3%   of   respondents   marked   New   York   Times   Opinion   to   be   moderate.   While   it   cannot   be  
definitively   determined,   a   speculation   to   why   a   third   of   respondents   called   New   York   Times   a  
moderate   outlet   may   be   based   on   their   own   personal   political   belief   system,   rather   than   a  
comprehensive   objective   outlook.   As   for   Breitbart   Opinion,   a   measly   51%   of   users   marked   the  
outlet   as   Conservative,   with   another   45.1%   answering   it   to   be   moderate.   This   figure   is  
particularly   surprising,   as   Breitbart   is   widely   regarded   in   the   world   of   journalism   to   be   an  
alt-right   source   bordering   on   unfounded   conspiracy.   It   is   a   safe   conclusion   to   derive   that   many   of  
the   respondents   that   elected   to   choose   moderate   were   not   acquainted   with   Breitbart   as   a   news  
media   outlet,   thus   selecting   the   politically   neutral   option.  

 
Breitbart   Survey  

Presented   with   the   full   article,   respondents   recorded   a   large   variety   of   responses   including  
“factual,   not   opinion   based.”   This   particular   reaction   highlights   the   contrast   between   the   New  
York   Times   and   Breitbart   article.   The   former   was   an   opinion   piece   extracted   from   a   traditionally  
Liberal   outlet   while   the   latter   is   a   facts-oriented   article   from   a   far-right   syndicated   news,   opinion,  
and   commentary   website.   In   fact,   the   primary   adherence   to   a   facts-based   work   of   journalism  
made   it   difficult   for   respondents   to   accurately   pinpoint   the   source   of   the   article.   While   a   large  
majority   correctly   identified   the   article   to   not   be   from   the   opinion   section,   only   4%   answered   the  
correct   answer   of   Breitbart.   This   is   predominantly   due   to   a   singular   factor:   most   Americans   are  
not   familiar   with   Breitbart   to   the   same   degree   as   the   larger   news   networks   that   have   cable  
television   and   print   media   presences  

Completing   the   Breitbart   news   article   section   of   the   survey,   respondents   were   asked  
about   their   familiarity   with   One   America   News   Network   (OANN).   As   expected,   an  
overwhelming   86%   of   respondents   were   not   familiar   with   the   news   outlet.   For   context,   OANN   is  
a   rising   far-right   news   and   opinion   channel.   In   early   2020,   President   Trump   made   multiple   public  
remarks   praising   the   news   coverage   at   OANN.   Without   this   previous   information   at   their  
disposal,   respondents   were   asked   to   answer   the   following   question:   “Given   this   article   taken  
from   OANN,   what   political   tendencies   would   you   believe   OANN   has?   ‘U.S.   Navy   Relieves  
Captain   of   Command   After   He   Raised   Red   Flag   On   Coronavirus   Outbreak   At   Sea’”   As   the   data  
on   the   right   indicates,   responses   were   all   across   the   board.   The   answers   “Conservative”   and  
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“Liberal”   tied   at   first   with   30%   of   respondents   recording   each   respective   option.   The  
inconclusiveness   of   the   responses   to   this   question   forced   it   to   be   ruled   out   as   a   possible   area   of  
study.   The   only   axiom   that   could   be   ascertained   is:   one   article   is   not   necessarily   enough   to  
demonstrate   the   established   biases   of   a   news   outlet.  
 
Limitations  

While   anonymous   in   nature,   the   respondents   for   these   surveys   all   had   a   tangible  
connection   to   research,   whether   online   or   in   real   life.   While   the   location   of   residence   of  
individual   respondents   were   scattered   across   the   continental   US,   a   significant   portion   were  
located   in   the   Northern   Virginia   region.   Thus,   there   are   inherent   biases   intertwined   with   such   a  
concentrated   number   of   respondents.   Furthermore,   this   study   recorded   the   results   from   one  
hundred   and   one   individual   respondents.   While   done   to   the   best   of   the   project’s   ability,   this  
limited   sample   size   does   not   comprehensively   or   accurately   encapsulate   the   values,   beliefs,   or  
opinions   of   328.2   million   Americans.   Thus,   the   degree   for   error   for   data   points   are   of   a  
significant   number.   Out   of   the   one   hundred   and   one   participants,   it   is   crucial   to   note   that   a   small  
minority   did   not   adhere   to   instructions   or   complete   the   survey   to   the   best   of   their   ability.   As   a  
result,   a   degree   of   variance   in   the   precision   of   data   must   be   accounted   for.  
 
The   Effect   of   Affective   Partisan   Polarization  

Today,   nearly   all   national   news   networks   function   as   some   form   of   ideologically   catering  
news   outlet.   That   figure   includes   all   of   the   news   outlets   surveyed   in   this   study.   When   it   comes   to  
the   paramount   goal   of   a   news   media   outlet,   it   should   —   as   it   has   been   for   centuries   —   be   to  
present   information   in   a   transparent   and   objective   manner.   However,   ideologically   catering   news  
media   works   against   that   ideal,   as   its   audiences   become   enveloped   by   opinions   that   affirm   their  
beliefs.   As   a   result,   ideologically   catering   news   outlets   contribute   to   clouding   human   emotional  
judgement.   The   proliferation   of   these   news   outlets   that   revolve   around   a   core   demographic   of  
readership   that   share   a   common   political   belief   system   has   exacerbated   the   phenomenon   we  
know   as   affective   partisan   polarization.   Conscientious   readers   are   able   to   steer   away   from  
predefined   beliefs   that   will   inadvertently   combat   or   affirm   a   narrative   pushed   by   news   media.  
Those   absorbing   like-minded   news   narratives   are   more   susceptible   to   the   biases   interwoven   into  
the   article,   further   isolating   people   of   different   political   backgrounds   from   each   other.   This   is   a  
dangerous   path   that   we   are   traversing.   A   potential   method   to   reverse   the   course   of   affective  
partisan   polarization   is   a   shift   towards   local   news   media.   Local   news   outlets   are   more   trusted   by  
the   average   American.   Furthermore,   local   outlets   are   oftentimes   the   first   to   break   national   stories,  
such   as   the   Jeffrey   Epstein   scandal.   By   reshifting   the   public   lens   to   a   more   trusted   and   objective  
local   outlet,   the   dramatic   effects   of   affective   partisan   polarization   may   be   relieved   and   stymied.   
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Breitbart   and   New   York   Times   Survey   Data  
The   surveys   for   this   research   experiment   were   conducted   through   the   interface   Google  

Forms.   The   links   below   direct   to   the   original   poll.  
Breitbart   Survey:    https://forms.gle/BBNcvPuYLVnxSkgS8  
New   York   Times   Survey:    https://forms.gle/hLMhEUn8A79X3KoV8  

 
 
Breitbart   News   Media   Perception   Survey  

Fifty   unique   individual   responses   were   recorded   for   this   survey.  
 

I. Pre-Screening   Question    How   familiar   are   you   with   the   news   story   regarding   Navy  
captain   Brett   Crozier   of   the   U.S.S.   Theodore   Roosevelt?  

II. Pre-Screening   Question    Please   answer   this   background   question   to   help   identify   your  
preexisting   beliefs.   Which   of   the   following   best   describe   your   current   political   ideology?  

III. Headline   Takeaway    For   the   following   section,   a   genuine   headline   taken   from   a   news  
media   outlet   will   be   disp layed.   PLEASE   RECORD   YOUR   THOUGHTS   AND  
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EMOTIONS   EXPERIENCED   FROM   READING   THIS   ARTICLE   USING   FIVE  
WORDS   OR   PHRASES   SEPARATED   BY   COMMAS.   “REPORT:   FIRED  
COMMANDER   OF   AIRCRAFT   CARRIER   CAPTAIN   CROZIER   TESTED   POSITIVE  
FOR   CORONAVIRUS”  
 

1. Anger,   disbelief,   righteousness,   hope,   sympathy  
2. sad,   anguish,   frustration,   anger,   terror  
3. Wow  
4. corrupt,   horrible,   unlucky,   careless,   disgusting  
5. Upset,   I   hope   he   recovers  
6. Direct,   aggressive,   simple,   unbiased,   report  
7. Biased,   Irrelevant,   Subjective,   Credible?,   Origin?  
8. Upset,   not   surprised,   frustrated  
9. Unfortunate,   Jobian,   can   we   move   on   to   something   else,   glad   I’m   not   on   a   ship,  

military   life  
10. angry,   frustrated,   saddened,   sympathetic,   discouraged  
11. He   should   be   taken   to   the   hospital   and   anyone   who   has   been   in   contact   should   be  

monitored   and   tested.  
12. facts,   guy   was   right   to   be   worried  
13. Surprised,   How,   Confused,   Disappointed,   Sad  
14. suspicious,   concerned,   want   more   info,   maybe   fake   news,   concern   for   other  

sailors  
15. could   be   fake  
16. sympathy,   respect,   duty,   honor,   skepticism  
17. HEROIC,   TRANSPARENT,   INEVITABLE,   BRAVE,  
18. ok,   unfortunate  
19. Informative  
20. I   feel   bad   for   him,   I   hope   he   and   his   family   will   be   okay,   that   sucks   but   a   lot   of  

people   are   sick   so   this   doesn’t   mean   that   now   in   march   it   would   have  
21. Expected,   heroic,   Historical,   Justice,   greifed  
22. slightly   nervous,   unsure,   discouraged,   slightly   annoyed,   "ugh   not   more   cases"  
23. This   is   a   sad   story  
24. Who?,   is   he   important,   poor   guy,   why   was   he   fired,   is   he   seriously   ill  
25. fired   related   to   coronavirus,   he   had   wrong   doing  
26. I   feel   bad   for   him   since   he’s   already   gone   through   a   lot   and   now   has   to   deal   with  

COVID-19  
27. Fired,   Coronavirus,   Controversial,   Captain,   Report  
28. outrageous,   unfair  
29. biased,   being   fired   and   testing   positive   for   corona   unrelated  
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30. Sad,   unsurprising,   preventable,   duty,   honor  
31. COVID19   happens,   feel   sorry   for   the   person,   wish   him   a   speedy   recovery,   hope  

he   will   return   home   soon   to   be   with   his   family,   sadness  
32. I   am   frustrated   that   people   in   leadership   do   not   seem   to   listen.  
33. Crazy,   hero,   great   leader,   stood   up   for   his   people  
34. factual,   expected,   another   case,   worries   me,   scary  
35. Scared,   worried,   confused,   sad,   heartbroken  
36. Shocked,   concerned,   fearful,   worried,   surprised  
37. Apathy-   a   lot   of   people   are   testing   positive   for   corona   and   I   don't   know   who  

Captain   Crozier   is.  
38. Curious,   confused,   too   much   alliteration,   incongruous,   worried  
39. Unreal  
40. Damn,   thats   pretty   crazy   bro  
41. sympathy  
42. Angry,   shocked,   surprised,   upset,   appalled  
43. shocked,   realization,   concern,   epiphany,   apathy  
44. indifferent,   sad   for   him  
45. Terrible   how   government   responded   to   this  
46. Words   have   power   especially   when   it   comes   to   new   headlines.  
47. Intrigue,   saddened,   curious   of   connection.  
48. Angry  
49. What   does   fired   commander   have   to   do   with   anything  
50. Shock,   worry,   anxiety,   fear,   confusion  

 
IV. Headline   Takeaway    Given   the   fact   that   the   headline   "REPORT:   FIRED   COMMANDER  

OF   AIRCRAFT   CARRIER   CAPTAIN   CROZIER   TESTED   POSITIVE   FOR  
CORONAVIRUS"   was   extracted   from   a   news   media   outlet   with   "established"   political  
leanings,   where   would   you   best   believe   the   article   came   from?  
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V. In-Depth   Analysis    In   the   following   section,   you'll   be   presented   with   an   excerpt   of   the  

full   news   article   that   accompanied   the   news   title   "REPORT:   FIRED   COMMANDER   OF  
AIRCRAFT   CARRIER   CAPTAIN   CROZIER   TESTED   POSITIVE   FOR  
CORONAVIRUS".   Please   record   your   thoughts   and   emotions   using   five   words   or   phrases  
separated   by   commas.   Please   note,   the   original   news   article   was   transcribed   onto   a   blank  
document   in   12   pt   Times   New   Roman   and   1.15   spacing   to   remove   intrinsic   biases   based  
on   font   and   formatting   selection   by   various   news   outlets."REPORT:   FIRED  
COMMANDER   OF   AIRCRAFT   CARRIER   CAPTAIN   CROZIER   TESTED   POSITIVE  
FOR   CORONAVIRUS"   Please   record   your   thoughts   and   emotions   experienced   from  
reading   this   article   using   five   words   or   phrases   separated   by   commas.  
 

Full   Length   Article  

“Crozier   began   exhibiting   symptoms   before   he   was   removed   from   command   on  
Thursday,   the   New   York   Times    reported    on   Sunday   morning,   citing   two   of   Crozier’s  
close   friends.  

Navy   Secretary   Thomas   Modly   fired   Crozier   on   Thursday,   after   a   memo   he   wrote   urging  
Navy   leaders   to   get   sailors   off   the   ship   faster   in   Guam   due   to   a   coronavirus   outbreak  
leaked   to   the   San   Francisco   Chronicle,   Crozier’s   hometown   paper.  

Modly   said   Crozier   was   not   fired   for   raising   concerns,   but   for   emailing   the   memo   over   an  
unsecured   and   unclassified   system   and   cc’ing   more   than   20   people,   including   some  
outside   the   chain   of   command,   and   for   not   bringing   his   concerns   to   his   direct   superior,  
who   lived   on   the   ship   down   the   hallway   from   him.  

Videos   emerged   on   Friday   of   Crozier   exiting   the   ship,   and   hundreds   of   crew   members  
gathered   together   cheering,   “Captain   Crozier!”  

Until   the   Times‘   report   on   Sunday,   there   was   no   indication   that   Crozier   himself   had   tested  
positive   for   coronavirus,   or   was   exhibiting   symptoms   himself.  

It   is   not   clear   whether   he   had   those   symptoms   at   the   time   of   his   writing   the   memo,   which  
was   dated   Monday,   March   30.   The   memo   leaked   to   the   Chronicle   the   next   day,   Tuesday,  
March   31.   Crozier   was   fired   on   Thursday,   April   2.  

“It   is   unclear   when   he   was   first   tested   for   Covid-19   or   when   he   received   his   results,”  
according   to   the   Times.  
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A   Navy   spokesman   told   the   Times   that   Crozier   has   been   reassigned   to   the   headquarters   of  
the   Naval   Air   Forces   Pacific   command   in   San   Diego,   but   that   he   must   complete   a  
quarantine   period   first   in   Guam.  

Democrat   leaders   on   the   House   Armed   Services   Committee   criticized   Crozier’s   removal  
as   an   “overreaction,”   although   they   conceded   that   he   “clearly”   went   outside   the   chain   of  
command   and   “did   not   handle   the   immense   pressure   appropriately.”  

Joe   Biden   has   called   Crozier’s   firing   “close   to   criminal”   and   has   blamed   the   “Trump  
admin”   despite   the   decision   being   Modly’s   own.  

“I   think   he   should   have   a   commendation   rather   than   be   fired,”   he   said.  

President   Trump   on   Friday   said   he   backed   Modly’s   decision,   and   said   the   ship   should  
have   never   stopped   on   a   port   visit   to   Vietnam   just   several   weeks   ago.  

Navy   leaders   have   previously   defended   that   decision,   saying   there   were   only   16   known  
cases   of   coronavirus   further   up   north   at   the   time.”  

Researcher’s   note:   Due   to   an   error   in   which   this   question   was   not   marked   for   a   required  
response,   this   question   logged   only   45   responses.   The   rest   of   the   questions   logged   50   unique  
responses.  
 

1. Disbelief,   anger   at   the   Trump   Administration,   interested   to   continue   reading,  
self-righteous   anger,   sympathy  

2. fury,   anger,   sadness,   frustration,   hatred  
3. Shocked,   confused,   annoyed,   bored,   unbothered  
4. selfish,   unprepared,   ignorant,   unwise,   thoughtless  
5. Confused—should   he   had   been   fired?  
6. Biased,   right,   direct,   structured,   simple  
7. Did   the   captain’s   morals   influence   his   decision   to   release   a   statement?  
8. Frustrated   at   partisan   politics   being   held   over   the   well   being   of   military   personnel  
9. Don’t   care,   political   theater,   sailors   matter   more,   opaque   nature   of   military  

troubling,   freedom  
10. underdeveloped  
11. Interesting,   Dangerous,   Disgusting,   Offensive,   Careless  
12. makes   sense,   guy   got   in   trouble   for   not   going   through   secure   channels.   Not   a   good  

idea   for   enemies   of   the   US   to   know   a   carrier   is   out   of   the   fight  
13. Understandable,   who   leaked,   what   symptoms,   deserving,   news  
14. It   smells   of   fake   news  
15. crazy,   thrown   out   of   proportion,   obnoxious,   hectic  
16. TRUMP   IS   CLUELESS,   SCARY   AND   RECKLESS  
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17. frustrating,   unfortunate,   safety  
18. Detailed,   un   biased,   prompt  
19. Infighting,   confusion   within   government,   incompetence,   pathogen,   fear  
20. slight   confusion,   annoyance,   frustration,   noting   that   this   article   is   definitely  

political,   the   article   clearly   supports   Trump  
21. He   wanted   to   help   people   but   did   it   unprofesionally  
22. Did   other   people   on   the   carrier   get   sick,   shouldn’t   have   been   fired,   sad,   Why   are  

Biden/trump   mentioned,   injustice  
23. Inappropriate   behavior,   unknown   if   he   had   conronavirus   before   fired,   decision  

was   backed   by   Trump,   crew   had   emotion   connection,   democrat   blamed   the  
decision  

24. Fired,   Unclassified   means   of   communication,   Coronavirus,   Crew   cheering,  
Decision   could   have   been   for   several   factors  

25. unfair,   cruel,   commend  
26. discusses   opinions   from   both   sides,   initially   thought   Crozier’s   removal   was  

unjustified   but   seems   to   be   reasonable   given   what   he   did   despite   the  
circumstances  

27. unbiased,   fact   based,   non-political,   straight   forward,   decent  
28. The   world   is   complicated,   headline   can   be   misleading,   need   to   get   information  

from   multiple   sources   before   coming   to   a   conclusion,   will   we   ever   know   the   truth,  
Covid19   has   no   boundaries  

29. It   is   sad   that   it   took   ruining   a   man's   career   to   shed   light   on   a   dangerous   situation  
face   our   service   men   and   women.  

30. Liberal,   cnn,   Democrats,left   wing,   navy  
31. right   leaning,   suspicious,   concerning,   shows   uncertainty,   confused  
32. indifferent,   i   dont   care,   who   is   this   man,   sad,   bored  
33. Informative,  
34. It   was   inevitable,   why   is   this   such   a   partisan   issue,   sounds   liberal,   big   names,  

sounds   like   he   did   the   right   thing  
35. Stupid,   unjust,   unreal,   not   fair,   doesn’t   make   any   sense  
36. Je   was   fored   for   negligence   and   not   for   exhibiting   covid19   symptoms  
37. Crozier   should   follow   the   rule.  
38. Angry,   disgusted,   shocked,   unbelievable,   surprised  
39. Surprise,   apathy,   indifference,   disappointment,   interested  
40. Don't   think   he   should   have   been   fired,   rather   relieved   temporarily  
41. Government   reacted   badly   only   out   of   spite  
42. Factual.   Not   opinion   based.  
43. Complex   situation,   unclear   timelines,   anger.  
44. Article   from   the   knowledge   of   another   media   source  
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45. Satisfaction,   confusion,   anger,   interested,   questioning  
 
VI. In-Depth   Analysis    Given   the   following   selection   of   news   media   outlets,   where   do   you  

best   believe   the   article   came   from?  
 

VII. Final   Thoughts    How   much   would   you   agree   with   the   narrative   pushed   by   this  

journalist/analyst?  

 

VIII. Final   Thoughts   Continued    How   familiar   are   you   with   the   news   outlet   OANN  
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IX. Given   this   article   taken   from   OANN,   what   political   tendencies   would   you   believe   OANN  

has?   "U.S.   Navy   Relieves   Captain   Of   Command   After   He   Raised   Red   Flag   On  
Coronavirus   Outbreak   At   Sea"  

 
Full   Length   Article  

“The   naval   captain   who   sounded   the   alarm   on   a   coronavirus   outbreak   aboard   a   U.S.  
aircraft   carrier   has   been   relieved   of   command.   Naval   leaders    reportedly    removed   Captain  
Brett   Crozier   from   his   position   on   Thursday.  

Earlier   this   week,   the   veteran   captain    requested   help    from   top   Navy   brass,   saying   sailors  
aboard   the   USS   Theodore   Roosevelt   needed   to   be   quarantined.   As   of   Wednesday,   93  
crew   members   have   tested   positive   and   more   than   1,000   people   left   the   ship   to   go   into  
isolation.  

“There   have   been   1,000   sailors,   though,   that   have   been   taken   off   the   ship.   A   certain  
percentage   of   those   are   in   isolation,   because   they   have   tested   positive   or   they’ve  

displayed   influenza   like   symptoms   and   they’re   in   the   process   of   being   tested.   Another  
percentage   of   that   is   in   quarantine   locally   on   Naval   Base   Guam.”    –   Rear   Admiral   John  

Menoni,   Navy   Commander   for   the   Marianas   Joint   Region  

According   to   officials,   Crozier   was   relieved   of   duty   due   to   a   loss   of   trust   and   confidence.  
Despite   being   removed,   he   was   expected   to   keep   his   rank   and   remain   in   the   Navy.  

The   ship’s   executive   officer   will   temporarily   take   command   of   the   vessel.  

President   Trump   reacted   to   the   news   during   Thursday’s   press   conference   at   the   White  
House.  

“I   don’t   agree   with   that   at   all,”   he   said.   “Not   even   a   little   bit.””  
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X. Please   list   your   perceived   political   tendencies   of   the   following   news   outlets.  

 
1. CNN   Opinion  

2. Fox   News   Opinion  

 
3. New   York   Times   Opinion  
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4. Breitbart   Opinion  

 
 
 

New   York   Times   News   Media   Perception   Survey  
Fifty-one   unique   individual   responses   were   recorded   for   this   survey  
 

I. Pre-   Screening   Question    How   familiar   are   you   with   the   news   story   regarding   Navy  
captain   Brett   Crozier   of   the   U.S.S.   Theodore   Roosevelt?  
 

II. Pre-Screening   Question    Which   of   the   following   options   best   describe   your   current  
political   ideology?  
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III. Headline   Takeaway    For   the   following   section,   a   genuine   headline   taken   from   a   news  

media   outlet   will   be   displayed.   PLEASE   RECORD   YOUR   THOUGHTS   AND  
EMOTIONS   USING   FIVE   WORDS   OR   PHRASES   SEPARATED   BY   COMMAS.  
“Captain   Crozier   is   a   Hero”  
 

1. Yes  
2. Yes   (I   don’t   know   who   he   is)  
3. Typical,   basic,   biased,   opinionated,   click-baity  
4. Inspired,   happy,   strange   name,   controversial;   suspicious  
5. Interesting,   nationalistic,   patriotic,   militarism,   uncertainty  
6. Happy,   Good,   Empowered,   Sexy,   Powerful  
7. what   makes   you   say   that  
8. Surprised,   Curious,   Intrigued,   Pleased,   Calm  
9. somewhat   accurate,   controversial,   vague,   an   opinion,   a   perspective  
10. I   agree,   very   respectful   person,   honorable,   stood   up   for   his   men,   being   demonized  
11. absolutley  
12. biased,   opinionated,   subjective,   use   of   pathos   to   persuade,   little   credibilitiy  
13. Yes   he   is  
14. Confused,   Who?,   Evidence?,   Huh,   Ok....  
15. yes  
16. Skeptical,   Disillusioned,   Agreement,   Disinterest,   Apathy  
17. Brief,   Simplified,   Charged,   Non-Descriptive,   Politicized  
18. Somewhat   true  
19. brave,   audacious,   impulsive,   misunderstood,   honorable   leader  
20. Hopeful,   curious,   positive,   inspired,   happy  
21. very   positive,   happy,   heartwarming,   admiration  
22. I'd   agree  
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23. bias,   one-sided,   agreed,   brave,   injustice,  
24. skewed,   pointed,   opinion,   real,   significant  
25. Who?,   why?,   disinterested,   confused,   boring  
26. Trust,   appreciative,   agreement,   supportive,   happy  
27. Intrigued,   imposing   headline,   Likely   biased,   I'd   probably   save   it   for   later   in   a  

news   app,   idk  
28. Agreed,   he   saved   people  
29. I   wouldn’t   say   that   he   is   a   hero   because   he   was   doing   his   job   but   that   the   navy  

itself   is   the   villain.  
30. Heroic,   unfairly   punished,   nothing   wrong,   patriotic,   hero  
31. editorialized,   agenda,   biased,   opinionated,   journalism   v.   reporting  
32. brave,   unique,   heroic,   american,   patriotic  
33. I   have   no   idea  
34. Good   for   him,   wrow,   what   he   do,   confusion,   hopeful  
35. No   opinion  
36. fine,   the   letter   was   his   attempt   to   save   the   crew   from   the   spread,   i   don't   think   it  

should   rlly   be   politicized  
37. I   don’t   know   who   he   is  
38. affirmative,   biased,   positive,   heroic,   trustworthy  
39. Eh,   too   much   credit,   incredulous,   annoyed,   feels   exaggerated  
40. Misleading,   debatable,   could   have   been   better,  
41. A   heroic   captain   saving   sailors  
42. Interesting,   curious,   confused,   bewildered,   perplexed  
43. Wrong,   opinionated,   flashy,   controversial,   interpretation  
44. Finite,   strong,   determined,   righteous  
45. Yes,   of   course!  
46. Neutral  
47. Great   to   have   him   in   Military   then  
48. Who   is   this   captain,   why   is   he   a   hero,   saved   something,   captain   of   what,   heroic  
49. I   don’t   know   who   that   is  
50. Positive,   Supportive,   Biased,   Vague,   Celebratory  

 
IV. Headline   Takeaway    Given   the   fact   that   the   headline   "Captain   Crozier   is   a   Hero"   was  

extracted   from   a   news   media   outlet   with   "established"   political   leanings,   where   would  
you   best   believe   the   article   came   from?  
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V. In-Depth   Analysis    In   the   following   section,   you'll   be   presented   with   an   excerpt   of   the  

full   news   article   that   accompanied   the   news   title   "Captain   Crozier   is   a   Hero".   Please  
record   your   thoughts   and   emotions   using   five   words   or   phrases   separated   by   commas.  
Please   note,   the   original   news   article   was   transcribed   onto   a   blank   document   in   12   pt  
Times   New   Roman   and   1.15   spacing   to   remove   intrinsic   biases   based   on   font   and  
formatting   selection   by   various   news   outlets.   "Captain   Crozier   is   a   Hero"   Please   record  
your   thoughts   and   emotions   using   five   words   or   phrases   separated   by   commas.  
 

Full   Length   Article  
“ On   Monday,   Capt.   Brett   Crozier,   the   commander   of   the   aircraft   carrier   Theodore  
Roosevelt,    sent   a   letter    to   the   Navy   pleading   for   permission   to   unload   his   crew,   including  
scores   of   sailors   sickened   with   Covid-19,   in   Guam,   where   it   was   docked.   The   Pentagon  
had   been   dragging   its   feet,   and   the   situation   on   the   ship   was   growing   dire.  
“We   are   not   at   war,”   he   wrote.   “Sailors   do   not   need   to   die.   If   we   do   not   act   now,   we   are  
failing   to   properly   take   care   of   our   most   trusted   asset   —   our   sailors.”  

After   the   letter   was   leaked   to   The   San   Francisco   Chronicle,   the   Navy   relented.   But   on  
Thursday,   it   relieved   Captain   Crozier   of   his   command.  

Captain   Crozier   joins   a    growing   list   of   heroic   men   and   women    who   have   risked   their  
careers   over   the   last   few   weeks   to   speak   out   about   life-threatening   failures   to   treat   the  
victims   of   this   terrible   pandemic.   Many   of   them   are   doctors   and   nurses,   and   many   of  
them,   like   Captain   Crozier,   have   been   punished.   All   of   them   deserve   our   deepest  
gratitude.  
In   removing   Captain   Crozier,   the   Navy   said   that   his   letter   was   a   gross   error   that   could  
incite   panic   among   his   crew.   But   it’s   hard   to   know   what   else   he   could   have   done   —   the  
situation   on   the   Theodore   Roosevelt   was   dire.  
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Ships   at   sea,   whether   Navy   carriers   or   cruise   ships,   are   hotbeds   for   this   disease.   Social  
distancing   is   nearly   impossible:   The   sailors   are   practically   on   top   of   one   another   all   day,  
in   crowded   messes,   in   cramped   sleeping   quarters   and   on   group   watches.  

It   is   thought   that   a   sailor   caught   the   virus   while   on   shore   leave   in   Vietnam.   Once   on  
board,   the   virus   took   its   now   predictable   course:   First   a   sailor   or   two,   then   dozens,   and   all  
of   a   sudden   more   than   100   were   sick.  

Captain   Crozier   received   orders   to   take   the   ship   to   Guam,   but   he   was   not   given  
permission   to   offload   most   of   the   sailors.   The   virus   was   threatening   to   overwhelm   the  
small   medical   crew   aboard.   There   was   not   much   time   before   sailors   might   start   dying.  

The   captain   felt   he   had   to   act   immediately   if   he   was   to   save   his   sailors.   He   chose   to   write  
a   strong   letter,   which   he   distributed   to   a   number   of   people   within   the   Navy,   demanding  
immediate   removal   from   the   ship   of   as   many   sailors   as   possible.   Perhaps   this   was   not   the  
best   approach   for   his   career,   but   it   got   results.  
 
The   letter,   once   leaked   to   The   Chronicle,   quickly   reappeared   in   papers   nationwide.   The  
immediate   public   pressure   forced   the   Navy   to   relent,   and   it   started   arranging   to   get   as  
many   of   the   crew   members   as   possible   off   the   ship   and   into   hotels   in   Guam.”  

1. Unbelievable,   feels   bad   for   him,   shocked,   sad,   and   mad  
2. Confused,   frustrated,   could   have   been   handled   better  
3. Angry,   offended,   unjust,   inspired,   faith   in   humanity   restored  
4. Interesting,   heroic,   honest   work,   awesome  
5. Sad,   Worried,   Glad,   Okay,   Bleak  
6. sounds   convincing   but   maybe   biased?  
7. Upset,   Inspired,   Intrigued,   Annoyed,   Pleased  
8. biased,   overly   exaggerated,   somewhat   accurate,   dramatic,   patriotic  
9. Good   analysis,   angry   that   this   man   was   mistreated  
10. logical,   skewed,   right   thing   to   do,   empathetic,   praising  
11. many   appeals   to   pathos,   seems   to   be   pretty   biased   and   sympathetic   to   the   sailors,  

author   might   have   close   ties   with   the   Navy  
12. patriotic,   heroic,   urgent,frustrated   and   serious  
13. Selfish,   Is   he   really   a   hero?,   Wasn't   he   just   doing   this   to   save   himself?   He   put   so  

many   other   people   at   risk   to   save   his   own   life,   sigh  
14. Doing   the   right   thing  
15. Brave,   Thoughtful,   Unselfish,   Bold,   Humanitarian  
16. Sympathetic,   Informed,   Agreement,   Juxtaposition,   Clarity  
17. Informative,   Brief,   Accurate,   Researched,   Biased  
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18. Inspiring  
19. Heroic,   misunderstood,   unwarranted   criticism,   explosive   story,   turning   point  
20. Angry,   upset,   confused,   indignant,   relieved  
21. admiration,   gratitude,   happiness,   gratefulness,   sadness  
22. He   was   being   smart,   humane  
23. unfair,   immoral,   heroic,   selfless,   bias  
24. messed,   protector,   scapegoat,   dire,   politicized  
25. Supportive,   touched,   respect,   appreciative,   noteworthy  
26. Trust,   appreciative,   agreement,   supportive,   happy  
27. interesting,   left-leaning,   thought-provoking,   controversial,   repetitive  
28. He   did   his   job   and   protected   his   crew  
29. Biased,   slightly   overblown,   blurs   the   definition   of   “hero”,   unimportant   to   the  

grand   scheme   of   things,   low   key   fear   mongering  
30. hero,   patriotic,   unfairly   punished,   did   what's   right,   heroic  
31. agenda,   biased,   election   interference,   Liberal   media,   propaganda  
32. brave   man   that   spread   awareness  
33. He   is   definitely   a   hero  
34. sad,   proud,   hopeful,   glad,   relief  
35. risky,   interesting,   stressful   for   Crozier,   felt   bad   for   the   crew,   Crozier   prioritized  

crew   over   public  
36. sympathetic,   understanding  
37. I   don’t   know   who   he   is  
38. convinced,   sympathetic,   perplexed,   relieved,   sanguine  
39. Systematic   issue,   poor   government   timing,   unfortunate,   frustration,   stress  
40. He   did   what   he   thought   was   right,   Integrity,   knowledge,   shock,   amazement  
41. urgent,   empathetic   towards   the   sick,   pressing,   heroic,   lifesaving  
42. Pity,   admiration,   proud,   indignant,   sad  
43. Agree  
44. Promoting   speaking   out,   against   chain   of   command,   anti   establishment,   pro   us  

persons,   pro   health   and   safety  
45. Touching,   voiced,   concerning,   worried,   disturbing  
46. Affirmative,   thoughtful,   concerning,   Decisiveness,   distressed  
47. Patriotic,   heroic  
48. Good   man,   cares   about   his   sailors,   great   leader/captain  
49. heroic,   speculator,   reality,   scary,   impressive  
50. A  
51. Risky,   Righteous,   Dangerous,   Moral,   Biased  
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VI. In-Depth   Analysis    Given   the   following   selection   of   news   media   outlets,   where   do   you  
best   believe   the   article   came   from?   *  

 

 
VII. Final   Thoughts    How   much   would   you   agree   with   the   narrative   pushed   by   this  

journalist/analyst?  
 

VIII. Final   Thoughts   Continued    Revealing   that   the   writer   of   this   article   is   Tweed   Roosevelt,  
the   great-grandson   of   the   military   hero   and   president   that   bears   the   namesake   of   the   ship  
Captain   Brett   Crozier   commandeered,   how   much   would   that   change   your   opinion   on   the  
credibility   of   the   narrative?  
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IX. Conclusion    Please   list   your   perceived   political   tendencies   of   the   following   news   outlets.  

 
1. CNN   Opinion  

 
2. Fox   News   Opinion  

 

3. New   York   Times   Opinion  
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4. Breitbart   Opinion  
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